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Weather 

No changes.  Big thunderstorms in northern Brazil this 

morning continue the trend of active precipitation in the 

region.  That will continue for the next two weeks, at 

least.  Southern Brazil and most of Argentina are looking 

at a two week forecast featuring mostly below normal 

precipitation and modestly above normal temps.  For 

Argentina, this isn’t yet a concerning forecast as rainfall 

for the first half of this month has been pretty solid.  

However,  with two week precipitation totals likely to be 

less than 1” and with temps averaging in the low 90s and 

some days reaching into the mid 90s, it won’t be too long 

before this area really wants to see better chances for 

rain. 

 

Crops 

A final and quick word on US export soybean export prospects this morning.  I just want to take a very quick look 

at the landed value prices into China for US vs. Brazil soybeans.  The table below is one I’ve shown several times.  

It doesn’t take into account everything, but for our purposes this morning it should work fine.  The breakdown 

shows that Brazilian values are below US offers even before new crop supplies develop in late-January.  After 

that, it’s basically game-over for the US into China.  We’ll be doing the routine seasonal business to “captive” 

markets…places like Indonesia, Mexico, and Egypt.  Aside from those, our demand should slow down 

dramatically. 

 

 
 

While we’re at it, might as well look at the comps on corn as well.  The table below shows South American 

values trading below US levels into Asia.  This should serve as a limit to US corn business. 

 

 

Landed Value Comparison

USG Values Brazil Paranagua Values

Dec Jan Feb Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FOB Basis 107.5 100 94.5 Paper Premium 129.5 82.5 33.5 27 37 46 53.5

CBOT Futures 1259.5 1259.5 1262.25 CBOT Futures 1259.5 1259.5 1262.25 1262.25 1270.5 1270.5 1277

SF SF SH SF SF SH SH SK SK SN

USD/MT Conversion 502.29$  499.53$  498.52$  USD/MT Conversion 510.37$  493.10$ 476.11$ 473.72$ 480.42$  483.73$  488.87$  

USG-China Pmax 71.25 71.25 71.25 Santos-China Pmax 52.35 52.35 52.35 52.35 52.35 52.35 52.35

Total Landed Ex-Tax 573.54$  570.78$  569.77$  Total Landed Ex-Tax 562.72$  545.45$ 528.46$ 526.07$ 532.77$  536.08$  541.22$  

Landed Value Comparison

USG Values Brazil Paranagua Values Argentina 

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Dec Jan Dec Jan

FOB Basis 92.75 85 85 85 82 82 Paper Premium 105 103 Basis 63 65

CBOT Futures 588.75 585.75 585.75 585.75 587.25 587.25 CBOT Futures 588.75 585.75 CBOT Futures 588.75 585.75

CZ CH CH CH CK CK CZ CH CZ CH

USD/MT Conversion 268.29$     264.06$  264.06$  264.06$  263.47$  263.47$  USD/MT Conversion 273.12$  271.15$ USD/MT Conversion 256.46$ 256.31$  

USG-China Pmax 71.25 71.25 71.25 71.25 71.25 71.25 Santos-China Pmax 52.35 52.35 Arg-China Smax 59.7 59.7

Total Landed Ex-Tax 339.54$     335.31$  335.31$  335.31$  334.72$  334.72$  Total Landed Ex-Tax 325.47$  323.50$ Total Landed Ex-Tax 316.16$ 316.01$  
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All of the above being said…it does sound like we’ve seen some export business take place in the past 24 hours.  

I wouldn’t be surprised to see some flash sales announcements this morning.  Obviously calcs like those shown 

above don’t mean business will be zero. 

 

Livestock 

Something we haven’t looked at in a while…Australian 

slaughter.  The chart at the right shows the weekly cattle 

slaughter from Meat & Livestock Australia’s weekly report.  

No surprise to see that slaughter rates continue to run 

modestly below year ago levels. We’re obviously still in the 

herd-rebuilding mode, which is very clearly shown with the 

calf slaughter chart at the bottom right.  As long as 

Australian slaughter rates continue to remain low, their 

export potential will obviously be capped.  This will opens a 

door of opportunity for US exports and limits US imports to 

a degree.  Then again, as shown last week, US net imports 

of beef in October were still the biggest they’ve been in 

several years.  It makes one wonder what the US beef 

supply situation will eventually look like when the 

Australian herd finally gets normalized? 

 

Financials 

The Fed is out of the way for the week but that does not 

mean we’re done with central banks impacting price action.  

Today we have policy announcements from both the BOE 

and ECB.  Depending on what time you’re reading this, their 

statements might have already been released.  The bottom 

line is that neither are likely to be as “hawkish” as the Fed.  

At one point the BOE was expected to be among the first to 

raise interest rates, but with new government lockdown 

orders due to the Covid variant du jour, it is highly likely 

they pass on that this month.  There is a bit more 

uncertainty as it pertains to the ECB.  Their current PEPP program is scheduled to end in the spring.  ECB Pres 

Lagarde said last month she sees “no reason to doubt that we will stop net asset purchases under the PEPP in 

the spring”.  Of course, that was before omicron was announced.  Most still seem to think that the PEPP will be 

ended and that the other asset purchase program, APP, will be expanded to somewhat offset the loss in 

accommodation.  Look for the ECB and Lagarde to be intentionally vague today in an effort to buy more time to 

see how things develop.  I have no idea how the market might respond.   

  

Energy 

Earlier this week the EIA issued a quick report on jet fuel inventories.  I thought that might be of interest quickly 

this morning.  The chart below was the main highlight of the report.  US jet fuel inventories are currently sitting 

near their lowest level since late 2014.  The surge in mid-2021 was due to US refineries increasing production to 
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meet demand for gasoline and distillate.  Jet fuel is a byproduct of crude oil refining, and had been piling up at 

that point.   

 

 
 

Jet fuel demand is still running short of the 2019 average according to EIA.  Note the chart below.   

 

 
 

However, I do think it is interesting to see that TSA traveler checkpoint counts are now back to 2019-type levels.  

The chart follows on the next page.  I would expect that, unless lockdowns reappear, we see jet fuel demand 

creep closer and closer to that 2019 average in the months ahead.  That could bring down jet fuel inventories to 

even lower levels until refineries start ramping up production ahead of the 2022 driving season. 
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Today’s Calendar (all times Central) 

• Jobless Claims – 7:30am 

• Export Sales – 7:30am 

• Industrial Production – 8:15am 

• Natural Gas Storage – 9:30am 

 

Thanks for reading. 

David Zelinski 

dzelinski@nesvick.com 

901-766-4684 

Trillian IM: dzelinski@nesvick.com 

 

 

DISCLAIMER: 

This communication is a solicitation for entering into derivatives transactions.  It is for clients, affiliates, and 

associates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC only. The information contained herein has been taken from trade and 

statistical services and other sources we believe are reliable. Opinions expressed reflect judgments at this date 

and are subject to change without notice. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the 

author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or trading strategies of Nesvick Trading Group LLC and its 

subsidiaries. Nesvick Trading Group, LLC does not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it 

should not be relied upon as such.  
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Officers, employees, and affiliates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC may or may not, from time to time, have long or 

short positions in, and buy or sell, the securities and derivatives (for their own account or others), if any, referred 

to in this commentary. 

  

There is risk of loss in trading futures and options and it is not suitable for all investors. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT 

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RETURNS.   Nesvick Trading Group LLC is not responsible for any 

redistribution of this material by third parties or any trading decision taken by persons not intended to view this 

material.  


